
The Amazon
by Roland Smith
JF Smith
When their scientist mom—who
works to save endangered species—
is kidnapped during a research trip
to the Amazon rainforest, Ring and
Asia Wilde must put their survival
skills to good use as they navigate
the jungle to rescue her.

Children of the
Quicksands
by Efua Traoré
JF Traore
Desperate to uncover a family
secret, 13-year-old Simi goes
exploring outside her Nigerian
village where she discovers a strange
parallel world after sinking into the
red quicksand of a forbidden lake
that holds the key to everything.

Clara Poole and the Long
Way Round
by Taylor Tyng
JF Tyng
Running away to Paris to participate
in a round-the-world balloon race,
Clara Poole must come to terms with
the tragedy that set her fleeing to
the skies in the first place in order
to survive.

The Ice Monster
by David Walliams
JF Walliams
An orphan on the streets of Victorian
London forges an unexpected bond
with a woolly mammoth whose
sensationalized discovery leads to a
madcap quest in the frozen Arctic.
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It's the End of the
World and I'm in My
Bathing Suit
by Justin A. Reynolds
JF Reynolds
When the electricity goes out, Eddie
and his friends set out to investigate
and make the startling discovery
that they are the only ones left in
their neighborhood.

How to Stay Invisible
by Maggie Rudd
JF Rudd
Abandoned by his parents, Raymond
makes his home in a cramped
hollow tree in the woods near his
school, keeping it a secret until his
survival depends not only on his
wilderness skills but on the people
and animals he chooses to trust.

The Jules Verne Prophecy
by Larry Schwarz
JF Schwarz
When a mysterious book with
hidden codes falls into their hands,
three unlikely friends set off on an
epic treasure hunt throughout Paris
and soon discover they aren't the
only ones searching for the
hidden riches.

Ajay and the Mumbai Sun
by Varsha Shah
JF Shah
Ajay is a Mumbai railway kid, a
newspaper seller, but his great
dream is to be a journalist. His
dream comes true when he and a
gang of friends create their own
newspaper, but what is the cost of
uncovering the truth?
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The Daredevils
by Rob Buyea
JF Buyea
During the summer before middle
school, twins Loretta and Waylon
meet Louie during their nightly
adventures in the woods and
uncover a mysterious box—both of
which change their lives forever as
the past collides with the present.

The Boy Who Met a Whale
by Nizrana Farook
JF Farook
Sri Lankan fisherboy Raz and his
sister are swept into a high-seas
adventure when they meet Zheng,
who has escaped a shipwreck and is
full of tales of sea monsters and
missing treasure.

The Islands of Elsewhere
by Heather Fawcett
JF Fawcett
Staying at their Granddaddy's
seaside property for the summer,
which includes the mysterious Fairy
Islands, the Snolly sisters hunt for
a long-buried treasure on these
magical “in-between” places that
could help them save their
grandfather.

The Lost Whale
by Hannah Gold
JF Gold
Sent to live with his grandmother on
the coast of California while his
mother is sick, Rio learns about the
massive gray whales nearby,
including White Beak, and embarks
on a desperate journey across the
sea when White Beak goes missing.

The Amelia Six
by Kristin L. Gray
JF Gray
A pilot’s daughter meets five other
girls at a sleepover before finding
herself on a race to recover a pair of
the famed Amelia Earhart's goggles.

Adrift
by Tanya Guerrero
JF Guerrero
The resilience of two cousins is
tested when one of them is lost at
sea and washes up on a deserted
island, while the other remains at
home holding on to the belief that
her beloved cousin is still alive.

102 Days of Lying about
Lauren
by Maura Jortner
JF Jortner
After being abandoned by her
mother in a most unusual place,
12-year-old defiant heroine Mouse
sticks to her plan for staying
hidden—even though getting caught
could mean saving her life.

Fire on Headless
Mountain
by Iain Lawrence
JF Lawrence
Scattering the ashes of their mother
at her favorite spot quickly turns to
disaster when Virgil is separated
from his siblings and ends up all
alone in the wilderness during
a raging forest fire.

Haven
by Megan Wagner Lloyd
JF Lloyd
When her beloved human and
rescuer becomes too sick to care for
her, Haven decides to seek another
human for help and finds herself on
a perilous journey that gives her a
newfound confidence to see her
mission through.

Iceberg
by Jennifer A. Nielsen
JF Nielsen
Stowaway and aspiring journalist
Hazel Rothbury secretly explores the
Titanic with the help of a porter and
a sweet first-class passenger until
disaster strikes, forcing Hazel to
fight to save her friends and herself.

Crazy in Poughkeepsie
by Daniel Manus Pinkwater
JF Pinkwater
Follow Mick's off-the-beaten-path
journey, featuring an unfocused
spiritual guide, a not-quite-dwarf, a
graffiti artist, a ghost whale, and
mystical shenanigans galore.

City Spies
by James Ponti
JF Ponti
Sentenced to juvenile detention
after exposing her foster parents’
crimes, Sara is rescued by a British
spy who recruits five teens from
different world regions to become
elite agents for MI5.
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